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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1948

Premieres 

at iENA: 

Key operated

telephones,

wheeled luggage, 

inline skates,

snowboards 

and many more.

Inventors

deserve

support

1950

1951

1952

Inventors? Inventors are tinkerers. They are like Gyro Gearloose and things just do 
not turn out as intended at times. However, inventors have long left this image behind. 
We just could not do without many of their inventions in our modern day life anymore.
Think about trolleys, for example, or the folding bicycle, inline skates, the snow board or
retractable dog leads. These products, which meanwhile add up to 25 000 inventions, all
started their success at the iENA – International Trade Fair “Ideas – Inventions – Novelties”
at Nuremberg. This successful exhibition is celebrating its 60th anniversary this year.

In 1948 AFAG started organizing the Erfinder- und Neuheiten-Ausstellung (Inventor and Novelty
Exhibition) in co-operation with the Bayerische Erfinderschutzvereinigung (Bavarian Inventor
Protection Association) and the Deutsche Erfinderring (German Inventors Association). It all
started with a small presentation of a few inventors at the Congress Hall, Nuremberg.

Already in the 1930ies Nuremberg hosted various exhibitions for inventions and novelties
which were presented by various associations.

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

June 1950

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

August 1952

Exhibitor

Catalogue

June 1952

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

July 1951
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1953

1959

In 1953 the inventor show was provided space at the Theodor-Wieseler-House where the consumer fair
“Nürnberger Herbstausstellung - Die Einkaufstasche” took place at the same time. However, while the
inventor show was only held for two days, the consumer fair opened its doors for a week. The fair and
show were managed by AFAG (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Messen und Ausstellungen GmbH – today
AFAG Messen und Ausstellungen GmbH). The organization responsible for the professional aspects was
the Deutsche Erfinder- und Neuheitenring, founded by Theo Ungerer in 1949.

Typing errors –

just cover the typo

with Wite-Out

and type the

correct character.

The children can

no longer get to

the TV because of

childproof socket

protectors.

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

October 1959
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1959

1961

1963

Lydia Zetl, who has been the responsible project manager for this exhibition 

for many years, remembers: “Long tables were set up in the exhibition hall”.

“Each exhibitor received one square meter of space. That was all.”

Nonetheless the show was quite popular already then. In particular novelties 

for the home and for construction purposes were of interest.

“Long tables were

set up in the

exhibition hall”

Ear radio –

predecessor to

today’s walkman

Padded bumper

and ringing pillow

PHOTO: Nürnberger 

Nachrichten,  

Friedl Ulrich, 

published on

28 October 1961

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

October 1963

The small radio

with a weight of

only 28 grams is

not much larger

than a somewhat

bigger clip. It can

be worn at the

hairdresser, while

driving or in the

hospital.
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 
Inventions 
Novelties

“This gadget will give many mothers peace of mind
because they know that their children will not be able 
to fool around with electrical sockets during their
absence. The socket can be locked with a cover and can
only be opened with a key.”

(Press release 1961)

Two plastic dial strips are part of the novel
telephone invented by a gentleman from
Bamberg who no longer uses a dial plate.

(Press release 1961)

1961

PHOTO: Nürnberger

Nachrichten, Friedl Ulrich, 

published on 28 October 1961

PHOTO: Nürnberger

Nachrichten, Friedl Ulrich, 

published on 28 October 1961

Invention of the
key-operated
telephone

Safe –
Hidden plugs

1965 Preis der Nationen
(Nations Prize)

Europa-Medaille
(European Medal)

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

May 1965

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

October

1965
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1965

Nürnberger

Nachrichten

November 

1965

Never again 

a flat tire. 

Driving on even

after the air has

escaped the tube.

The first catalytic

converter was

presented already

in 1965.

Exhibitor catalogue for

the “Einkaufstasche”,

which was later

renamed to

Consumenta

Many inventors are
concerned about
cars: This statement
is supported by the
invention of the
“spring wheel rim”,
which will allow you
to continue driving
with a flat tire.

(Press release 1965)

Presentation of the first
catalytic converters for
passenger cars.

PHOTO: Nürnberger

Nachrichten, Friedl

Ulrich, published

on 30 October 1965
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1967

1968

Inventive talent unwaning.

A new application of the “Schukra” principle which
has been presented at exhibitions before: The mattress
which can be adjusted from hard to soft.

(Press release 1967)

Wheel clamp helps to free stuck
cars quickly.

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Hans Kammler, 

published 28 October 1967

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten, 

Hans Kammler, 

published 28 October 1967

A mattress

adjustable from

hard to soft

Toilet paper

moisturizing

device

Wheel clamp

Thermometer on

the baby bottle

The Deutsche Erfinderring
awarded 152 medals to the
exhibitors of the iENA 1968.
Walter Thiele invented the
thermometer on the baby bottle.

(Press release 1968)

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten, 

Hans Kammler, 

published on 3 November 1967

What an idea: The toilet paper
moisturizing device by a Hungarian
inventor.

(Predecessor of today’s moisturized
toilet paper)

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Hans Kammler, published

28 October 1967
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The show’s logo was first presented in 1969 which was
called iENA from that point on. “It was the year of the
breakthrough with more than 200 exhibitors from
seven nations”, according to the Project Manager, Ms
Zetl.

The exhibition grew nationally as well as internationally.
Inventors’ associations from Finland, Norway, Sweden, 
and later also from Switzerland, Romania and the former
Czechoslovakia participated. By the end of the 1960ies
the Bayerische Landesinstitut für Arbeitsschutz (Bavarian
State Institute for Occupational Health and Safety) had a
special booth. Its purpose was to familiarize inventors,
manufacturers, users and the public with the new
Machine Protection Act (Maschinenschutzgesetz).

Starting 1973, the “Consumenta – Die Einkaufstasche”,
now “Consumenta”, and the Inventor Exhibition were
held in the new exhibition center in Nuremberg’s
borough Langwasser.

iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1969

1971

1973

iENA Logo

since 1969

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Bernd Jürgen Fischer,

published on 14 November 1969

iENA

Exhibitor Catalogue

1971

With a thickness of 13 thousandths of a
millimeter the “Super Isolation Rescue
Blanket” – is a standard foil which protects
injured or acutely ill persons against the
cold, hypothermia and frostbite. Söhngen-
GmbH received a Gold Medal for this
invention.
(Today a mandatory component of first aid
kits for cars)

(Press release 1969)

Gold Medal for

Super Isolation

Rescue Blanket

Inventor Walter

Thiele – Media

Star of the

1970ies

Virility-enhancing

pipe tobacco and

detective glasses

for flirting

The inventors receive a lot of attention. One of them was Walter Thiele, 
the inventor of the 1970ies – a media star. Not one year passed without 
a remarkable novelty invented by him. Obviously the ”canned laughter box“
was his most famous “oeuvre”. Thiele welcomed his guests at his home at 
the Tegernsee, where he was busy at work. A device teaching birds to speak 
is also one of his inventions. Part of the repertoire where expressions like
“Bazi” (rascal) “gimme a kiss!” or “good morning!”. At the same time Thiele
presented the “love box” which produced appropriate sounds. It can well be
imagined that neither the exhibition association nor the German Inventors
Association approved. “This would lower the standard”, explained the German
Inventors Association. The issue was off the stove but, needless to say, “still
cooking”. Of course, the invention unofficially made the rounds.

Nürnberger Nachrichten, October 1973
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

From vented shoe to bird shower

The youngest inventor: Rolf Vogt and his bird shower. 

(Press release 1978)

They feel good even in rainy weather – the bicyclist
with the attached umbrella and the beauty who 
attractively lounges in a folding beach chair.

(Press release 1979)

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

The bird shower

Bicycle 

with attached 

umbrella

A car powered by

compressed air

A newly developed
handle makes it
easier to transport
drinks crates.

(Press release 1982)

A compressed air car was one of the most admired
inventions at the opening of the iENA 80 yesterday. 
An Austrian researcher installed several compressed 
air bottles on a chassis. Via valves the air is conducted
to the compressed air motors which drive the vehicle
through transmission. Without gasoline and exhaust
fumes the 0.5 horse power car has a range of
approximately 70 km or one hour of operation. The
empty compressed air bottles can be refilled with a
compressor which will be plugged into an electrical
socket. The price per kilometer is 1.5 Pfennigs. It is
intended to build a standard size car at a later date.

(Press release 1980)

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,  

Rudolf Contino, published on 1 November 1979.

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten, 

Peter Vrbata, published on

6 November 1980

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten, 

Reinhard Kemmether, 

published on 3 November 1981

Ernst Zeitler, a native of Nuremberg,
presenting his water bicycle on the
Dutzendteich. The back wheel drives
a propelling screw, steering is
accomplished by means of the
front wheel via a rudder.

(Press release 1981)

PHOTO: Peter Vrbata

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Reinhard Kemmether, 

published on 2 November 1978
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

iENA is 

path breaking 

for industry 

and technology

Free injured 

persons fast and

without problems

Igloo tent – 

set-up within 

seconds

The first diesel

particulate filter

Alpin-Surfer

“Curios are rather scarce. The commercially usable novelties dominate”, the Nürnberger
Nachrichten commented already years ago. Up to present Bruno Gruber from Olching near
Munich is one of the successful inventors. He states: iENA is one of the leading exhibitions
introducing novelties which, in part, are path breaking for industry and technology. The 65
year old radio and television repairman, who has been working as a professional inventor in
his shop for the past 31 years, has made many inventions which are meanwhile being
produced. One of his inventions is the 150,000-volt-transformer. It is part of an electron
beam welding machine which, for example, is used for aircraft turbines. Bruno Gruber also
invented a galvanizing apparatus for copper plating. Quite practical things like a bicycle
trailer with an especially short tow bar for very small trailers or baby carriages are also part
of his repertoire.

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Michael Matejka, 

published on 6 November 1984

Compulsory use of seatbelts leads to invention of
seatbelt knife. In case of accidents an injured person can
be freed quickly and without problems. The inventors
increasingly keep an eye on the market. A small jerk with
the seatbelt knife and the person is free again.

(Press release 1984)

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Rudolf Contino, 

published on 6 November 1986

The igloo tent is put together with just a few
hand movements. Hinges connect the rods.
Within seconds the Asian lady transforms the ball
into a normal tent.

(Press release 1986)

PHOTO: Nürnberger Nachrichten,

Wilhelm Bauer, 30 October1989

Inventor’s Exhibition Focuses on Environment:
On the tractor used as test vehicle the diesel
particulate filter is installed above the rear
wheel.

1984

1986

1989

PHOTO: 

Nürnberger Nachrichten,

2 November 1989

With the “Alpin-Surfer” winter
sports enthusiasts can glide
over snowy slopes. At a price of
approx. 500 Marks the
equipment will soon be
available on the market.

(Press release 1989)
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

1990
1991

1996

1999

1996

1997

Nürnberger Nachrichten, October 1996

PHOTO: Nürnberger

Nachrichten

Dog safety car

harness

More speed 

while racing 

on winding roads

Innovative 

motor technology

Novel 

roof rack 

for bicycles

The Taeumotor, an

invention by

Norbert Taeuber

PHOTO: AFAG

Bicycle roof rack for

the horizontal

transportation of

bicycles –

meanwhile a serial

product.

PHOTO: AFAG

iENA 

Exhibitor Catalogue 

1990
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 
Inventions 
Novelties

2000

Student Inventors:
Special show 
“Jugend kreativ”
(Youth Creative)

2003 Maristengymnasium Fürstenzell

Motorized chassis for snowboards.

Inventors Kilian Barke, 

Alan Hönig/ Dominik Brandl
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

Stair-climbing shopping bag

Photo: AFAG

Quick tightening saddle girth

Photo: AFAG

Guenther Gruber, an inventor of

Pfleiderer AG, presents an

automatic turn signal cancelling

apparatus for motorcycles.

Photo: AFAG

Nürnberger Nachrichten, November 2001

2001

2004

2003

Stair-climbing

shopping bag

Practical idea for

horseback riders

Automatic 

turn signal 

cancelling 

apparatus for

motorcycles

Foot mouse 

for handicapped

persons

Foot mouse for computers to

assist handicapped persons. 

Inventors: Benjamin Held, Stefan

Büchler und Marc Schmid

Photo: AFAG
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

The motorized
„witchbroom“

Photo: AFAG , 2005

Wolfgang Stiegler and Michael Meyer, both apprentices at Pfleiderer, present their inflatable
cooler box at the iENA Nürnberg (1-4 November; Messe Nürnberg). The folded box is
lightweight and does not require much space while being transported. If something needs to
be cooled, the box is inflated. A thermal pack ensures that nothing perishes while camping.

Photo: AFAG, 2005

Electrical socket of the future

Photo: AFAG, 2005

Electrocution protection

Photo: AFAG, 2005

Nürnberger

Nachrichten,

November 2005

2005

Exhibitor Catalogue 

iENA 2005

Electrocution 

protection and 

electrical socket 

of the future

More fun 

for skaters: 

The motorized

witchbroom

Inflatable 

cooler box
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iENA65 Years
1948
2013

Ideas 

Inventions 

Novelties

2007

2008

With his invention Kay Kublenz demonstrates 

at the iENA that gravity can be invalidated. 

His magic gyro floats freely in space through

magnetic force.

The initiative “Germany – Land of Ideas” accepts iENA Nürnberg

into the circle of 365 “selected landmarks 2007” out of 1500

applications.

Federal President Horst Köhler recognizes iENA as an example 

for innovative ideas, creativity and visionary thinking.

Bruno Gruber presents a space-saving funnel.

He raised the question, “why does the tapered

opening always have to protrude on the

bottom?” With his funnel the small opening is

inside the filling piece.

Photo AFAG, 2007

Bernhard Meier is a student at the

Maristengymnasium, Fürstenzell. As part of

the project “Jugend creativ” he presents

tandem scissors with a consistently wide cut

for creating elaborate arts and crafts.

Photo AFAG, 2007

Gravity 

invalidated

Awards 

for iENA

Space-saving 

funnel and 

tandem scissors

Nuremberg – 

the City 

of Inventors

Exhibitor

Catalogue 

iENA 2008

Since 1969 Lydia Zetl has been

the project manager of iENA.

Being an expert on the subject

of ideas, inventions and

novelties her advice is highly

appreciated throughout the

world.

Photo AFAG, 2007

Nürnberger

Nachrichten,

October 2008

Legal: 

AFAG Messen und Ausstellungen GmbH 

Messezentrum 1 · 90471 Nürnberg 

Tel + 49 911-9 88 33-0 · info@afag.de · www.afag.de  

Compiled by: 

Wolfgang Heinrich, Paul Schneeberger  

Layout and Design:

G&K GmbH, Thomas Linz, Wolfgang Reyscher
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1948
2013

Ideas

Inventions

New Products65 Years
2009

Signo - 2009
Partner for iENA

Innovation
Manifesto of 
the European
Ambassadors for
Creativity and
Innovation

Antibacterial 
door handle

Secateurs for
diagonal cutting

Motorized
Rollator

SIGNO Erfinderclub Paderborn e.V.

Electric drive for rollators

The motorized, fold-out platform

for walking frames is senior focu-

sed and ensures more mobility in

everyday life.

Socket-Module

InxPro Products

The multiple socket strips with

power plugs and several power

sockets can be individually exten-

ded as needed.

Photo AFAG, 2009

Photo AFAG, 2009

Exhibitor catalogue

iENA 2009

The new „visual“ is the egg

depicting the world. An al-

lusion to the „egg of Co-

lumbus“ which is part of

the iENA logo in context

with the internationality of

the exhibition

1. Enhancement of creativity in a lifelong learning process combining theory and

practice

2.Transformation of schools and universities to places where learners and tea-

chers think creatively and learn by practical experience.

3. Transformation of the workplace into a place of learning.

4. Promotion of a strong, independent and multi-faceted cultural sector which

creates a platform for intercultural dialogue. 

5. Promotion of scientific research in order to achieve a better understanding of

the world, improve the life of people and to create innovation incentives.

6. Enhancement of creative processes, mindsets and instruments while conside-

ring the needs, feelings, hopes and abilities of the users.

7. Promotion of innovations which contribute to affluence and sustainability.

� Internationale Fachmesse
„Ideen - Erfindungen - Neuheiten”
� International trade fair
"Ideas - Inventions - New Products"

5.- 8. Nov. 2009
Messe Nürnberg

Katalog

November

2009

Abendzeitung

Nürnberg, 
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Wheelchair
Trainer

Functional
tiles

Mobile Step Trainer

The mobile step trainer by Guido Neu-

ser is a multi-functional therapy de-

vice for learning how to safely

handle wheelchairs, walking

frames, orthoses, prostheses,

walking supports and other

walking aids.

1948
2013

Ideas

Inventions

New Products65 Years
2010

Provides information about design issues at

the inventors' exhibition to all Bavarian ser-

vice providers on behalf of the Bayerische

Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft, Infrastruk-

tur, Verkehr und Technologie (Bavarian

State Ministry for Economy, Infrastruc-

ture, Traffic and Technology) 

Tiles with functional elements

Hans-Joachim Horn develo-

ped tiles which are coupled

together by means of raster

elements. Functional ele-

ments, such as electrical out-

lets or switches, are

integrated in the front part of

the tiles.

Photos: Bastian Ott,

New Medians

Süddeutsche 

Zeitung

October 2010

bayern design -
new partner 
of iENA

Mobile seat
always 
available

Poster iENA 2010

This year the "visual" is a

woman holding the "iENA

egg" in her hand and she

looks to the future with her

special visor.

Relax-Suitcase

Johannes von Moreau inven-

ted a mobile seat for all

people who travel a lot and

sometimes experience ex-

tended waiting times at air-

ports or railway stations
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Comfortable -
the elastic
bath tub

Shopping 
Navigation

Flashlight for warning triangles

Dietmar Bruker invented a

"Save-Adapter", i. e. a flash-

light for standard warning tri-

angles, increasing alertness at

the point of use.

Nürnberger 

Nachrichten

October 2011

1948
2013

Ideas

Inventions

New Products65 Years

2011

Operate iPhone and iPad with gloves

Stefan Fleck of Steinbeis-Transfer-
zentrum Infothek invented a
glove which makes it possible
to operate touch screens such
as iPhone or iPad in winter

wearing gloves. 

Navigation system for shopping carts

The mikromakro-Team of the 
Gewerbe Schule Crailsheim 

(Vocational School Crailsheim) pre-
sents a navigation system for shop-
ping carts. Once programmed with
the goods to be purchased, it dis-

plays the shortest way to the mer-
chandise in the supermarket.

iENA at the trade
fair for the promo-
tional items 
industry

Calling
home

Photos AFAG, 2011
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Toilet miracle - flexible cleaner

Thorsten Brenner invented a new
flexible toilet cleaner which al-

lows cleaning toilets hygienically because of its antibacterial
coating. The coating not only acts against bacteria but also
prevents dripping and prevents the adhesion of dirt.

Titel Exhibitor Prospectus

iENA 2012

Hygienic cutlery dispenser

Günther Bergmeier and Max Stroh-
meier of Erfinderclub Querdenker in-

vented a cutlery dispenser which
makes it possible to take
ones cutlery hygienically

and without touching the
other cutlery.

1948
2013

Ideas

Inventions

New Products65 Years
2012

Shower head with
washcloth

Patrizia Fenzl who is part
of project "Jugend crea-
tiv" ("Creative Youth") of
the Maristengymnasium
Fürsten zell (Marist Se-
condary School, Für-
stenzell) invented
different shower
heads for wellness
and personal hygiene 

Nürnberger 

Nachrichten

October 2012

Euro Journal

October 2012

Spiegel

October 2012

Photos AFAG, 2012

Vacuum cleaner
Gloves

Shower
head with
washcloth

Toilet
miracle

Hygienic 
cutlery 
dispenser
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Please request detailed 
information from:

AFAG Messen und Ausstellungen GmbH
Fair Management iENA
Messezentrum 1, 
90471 Nuremberg, Germany
P+49(0)911-98833-570
F+49(0)911-98833-579
iena@afag.de · www.iena.de

n International Trade Fair
"Ideas - Inventions - New Products"

Exhibition Center Nuremberg
Hall 12

iENA


